Tunnel Washer

Improve Cleaning and Food Safety at Lower Costs

The Sani-Matic conveyerized, continuous tunnel washer is designed to clean food carriers such as pans, totes, pails, buckets, trays, barrels and other items in large quantities. Each Sani-Matic tunnel washer is custom designed for a variety of items, capacities and specific applications. The basic design is provided with detergent and final rinse zones. Additional pre-rinse and recirculated rinse zones may be provided if there are unusually heavy product residues or high capacity requirements.

**TYPICAL COMPONENTS TO BE WASHED**
- Pallets
- Freezer Spacers / Slip Sheets
- Distribution Trays, Edible / Inedible
- Plastic Totes
- Buckets
- Barrels
- Molds

**Problem**

Solve the Problems of Manual Washing:

Overspray from high pressure hoses can cause cross contamination, excess labor and wasted utilities. A Sani-Matic Tunnel Washer will clean reliably with consistent process, high productivity and most efficient use of utilities.

**Solution**
TUNNEL WASHER

Standard Features:

AUTOMATED, CONSISTENT CLEANING PROCESS
- Clean a variety of containers consistently and cost effectively
- Save labor, water and chemicals
- Increase cleaning capacity and effectiveness

SANITARY DESIGN
- Fully welded, durable stainless steel
- Eliminates niches and prevents leakage

COMPLETE SPRAY COVERAGE
- High impact, high flow
- Adjustable nozzles, easy to maintain

FLEXIBLE PROCESS & CAPACITY
- Temperature and chemical set points controlled by PLC
- Adjustable conveyor speed

OPEN, ACCESSIBLE DESIGN
- Easy access to sprays, conveyor, motors and instruments

INTEGRATED MATERIAL HANDLING
- Automated stacker / de-stacker
- Inlet / outlet conveyors
- Integrated controls

Batch or Conveyorized Washers for Custom Applications

- 360° spray rings with high-impact nozzles for complete coverage inside and out
- Pallet Washer with synchronized de-stack / stacking, sized for capacity and process
- Rollaway cover provides easy access for inspection and maintenance
- Pan washer with return conveyor
- Adjustable Guide Bars
- Allows multiple lane operation and adjustability for a variety of sizes while guiding totes securely
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